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Introduction and summary

In the face of accelerating climate and biodiversity crises, state and territorial1 
lawmakers, agencies, and governors across the country are stepping up action to 
conserve remaining natural areas and ensure that access to nature’s benefits can 
be shared by all. These conservation efforts vary, with policy approaches tailored 
to match the needs of different geographies and constituencies, but they also 
share a common throughline: They reflect a deeply shared interest in stewarding 
the rich woods, waters, deserts, grasslands, and local green spaces that have so 
much to offer current and future generations.

This report reviews the primary land conservation policy models that have been 
adopted at the state level—from the tried and true to the new innovations—offer-
ing recent examples of each. While this report cannot fully showcase the leader-
ship playing out in all corners of the country, it is intended to serve as a resource 
for decision-makers and involved stakeholders, at all levels, who are exploring the 
tools available for state-level progress or looking for models that could be scaled 
up from the “test kitchens” of the states.

The following policy models are profiled in the report:
	■ Targets and statewide conservation plans. These include recent actions to 
establish statewide land conservation targets, as well as accompanying or 
complementary strategies and action plans.

	■ Conservation funds. These include funding for land conservation and related 
projects from dedicated revenue streams—such as real estate or sporting goods 
taxes—or from bonds and other one-time investments, as well as state action to 
authorize and encourage county and municipal funding measures.

	■ Outdoor equity funds, including programs targeting barriers to nature access 
for underserved families, such as transportation, representation, and inclusive 
programming, as well as park-land acquisition.

	■ Tax incentives for conservation. These include state income tax credits for 
conserved land donations and reduced property taxes for open space preservation.
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	■ Natural carbon sequestration. Targeted programs include funds or incentives 
for conservation and restoration measures that result in enhanced carbon 
storage, such as in forests or marshes.

	■ New state parks and conservation lands. These include creation or expansion of 
state parks, forests, wildlife management areas, or state-managed conservation 
lands through acquisition or management change.

	■ State trust lands management. Management options for state lands held in 
trust for education and other public institutions—which are predominantly 
in Western states—include conservation leasing or ecosystem service 
leasing, transfer of ecologically valuable land, enhanced safeguards, and other 
sustainable management approaches.

	■ Tribal land return and co-management. This includes direct return of state 
lands or funding for the return of other lands to Tribal nations, co-managing 
lands with Tribes, and other methods of honoring sovereignty, Tribal rights and 
cultures, and a legacy of land stewardship stretching back millennia.

	■ Wildlife corridors and habitat connectivity, including protection and restoration 
of intact wildlife migration corridors, habitat connectivity planning, and 
investments in connectivity projects.

	■ Avoiding and mitigating nature loss. Policies include required development 
buffers, compensatory mitigation for habitat loss, protections for vulnerable 
wetlands and waters, and landscape-scale wildlife habitat mitigation and planning.

	■ Other relevant policies and practices. These include “Outstanding Natural 
Resource Waters” designations under the Clean Water Act, state endangered 
species and habitat requirements, land use regulations and planning, coastal 
access laws and programs, and regional conservation collaboration.

Moving forward, states and territories—in partnership with federal, Tribal, and 
local leaders—will need to scale up available solutions and continue to innovate. 
Despite many recent successes, more investment and rapid progress are needed 
to address the alarming levels of nature loss, wildlife population decline, and 
climate change. The diversity of solutions and experiences profiled in this report 
represents a strength for the country, and it also suggests an opportunity ahead 
to more effectively share lessons across state lines and build on what works.
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Background

Today, alarming levels of biodiversity loss, climate change impacts, and inequi-
table and inadequate outdoor access demand accelerated conservation progress. 
A 2019 CAP report found that the United States lost about a football field’s worth 
of natural area every 30 seconds from 2001 to 2017, with private lands accounting 
for more than three-quarters of those losses to development.2 As a result of this 
large-scale habitat loss, the compounding impacts of climate change, and related 
threats, scientists estimated in 2023 that more than one-third of species were at 
risk of extinction in the United States.3 

President Joe Biden has taken historic steps to conserve public lands and invest 
in Tribal and community-led conservation,4 including by establishing the nation’s 
first conservation goal.5 But national leadership alone will not stem the nature 
crisis. State-level leadership to conserve nature is critical to meeting today’s chal-
lenges, together with federal support for states and territories willing to act.

States have long traditions of land and wildlife conservation,6 with creation of 
the earliest state parks occurring around the same time as the first U.S. national 
parks.7 In fact, the state of California assumed management of the Yosemite Valley 
and Mariposa Grove for preservation purposes in 1864, eight years before the 
world’s first national park was established at Yellowstone.8 States have been called 
“test kitchens,” where innovative measures can be piloted and adopted in other 
states, at the federal level, and even internationally.9 Supported by their constitu-
ents, state and territorial leaders across the country have successfully launched a 
range of policies to conserve natural areas, but accelerated progress will be needed 
in the years ahead. 
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State policy models 

This section examines the major state-level policy tools being utilized to con-
serve lands to support biodiversity, outdoor recreation access, and other ben-
efits of nature. In particular, it focuses on models that could be replicated in 
other states or territories and briefly explores some recent examples of policy 
leadership in action. 

1. Targets and statewide conservation plans 

About this policy model

A number of state governments recently adopted statewide land conservation 
targets and are using those new goals to establish inventories, transparent prog-
ress reports, and comprehensive action plans. Establishing these targets and 
plans is just a launching point: To have an impact, action plans must be followed 
by the adoption of new measures, including new funding and other policies 
discussed below.

Most of the recently adopted targets have mirrored the U.S. and international 
targets of conserving 30 percent of lands and waters by 2030, with some states 
also adopting out-year goals beyond 2030. (see text box) Hawaii adopted more 
narrowly focused targets, with a terrestrial goal of protecting 30 percent of prior-
ity forest watersheds by 2030.10 In Wisconsin, Gov. Tony Evers (D) set a goal in 
2021 of conserving 125,000 acres of forestland by 2030, with accompanying tar-
gets for urban and rural tree planting.11 And in North Carolina, Gov. Roy Cooper 
(D) issued an executive order in February 2024 that establishes new conservation 
goals aiming, by 2040, to: 1) conserve 1 million acres of the state’s natural lands; 
2) restore or reforest 1 million acres of forests and wetlands; and 3) plant 1 mil-
lion trees in state urban regions.12
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Rather than starting with numeric targets, Gov. Jared Polis (D-CO) launched a 
collaborative process in 2023 to develop “Colorado’s Outdoors Strategy,”13 which 
aims to develop goals and metrics and establish an overarching vision and strat-
egy for conservation, outdoor recreation, and bolstering climate resilience. This 
statewide effort is complemented by an Outdoor Regional Partnerships Initiative, 
launched in 2020, that funds regional coalitions—covering more than half the 
state, as of late 2023—to identify and elevate regional priorities and strategies for 
conservation and recreation.14 

At least eight states have adopted 30 percent by 2030 land conservation  

targets through executive directive or legislation, including: 

	■ California15

	■ Massachusetts16

	■ Maryland17

	■ Maine18

	■ New Mexico19

	■ Nevada20

	■ New York21

	■ Vermont22

Preceding state conservation goals by more than a decade, the Commonwealth of 
the Northern Mariana Islands and the territory of Guam first established marine 
and terrestrial conservation targets in 2006, as part of the Micronesia Challenge 
with the Federated States of Micronesia, the Republic of Palau, and the Republic 
of the Marshall Islands.23 

Target setting and planning can be effective tools to advance conservation prog-
ress. As seen at the national level,24 adoption of an ambitious conservation goal 
can focus political attention on nature and biodiversity loss and motivate action 
that accelerates the pace and scope of land protection. A formal target also typi-
cally requires transparent reporting and gives constituents a hook to hold offi-
cials accountable for progress. Most importantly, a statewide target can provide 
a vehicle to build an inclusive planning process for the full range of stakehold-
ers who should play an active part in conservation work, including farmers and 
private landowners, scientists, outdoor recreation groups, conservation groups 
and land trusts, and historically marginalized and underrepresented groups, as 
well as decision-making authorities such as Tribal and local governments. On the 
flip side, broad targets can be vulnerable to skepticism and opportunistic attack,25 
which reinforces the importance of building an inclusive process that builds trust 
and buy-in from all stakeholders.
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While some states are adopting statewide plans for the first time to achieve newly 
established conservation targets, others have existing conservation plans that may 
guide investment of conservation funding. For example, Vermont’s newly passed 
conservation targets will dovetail with an existing framework that maps the 
highest-priority lands for ecological integrity.26 

Relatedly, some states have focused on developing different or complemen-
tary conservation plans, such as statewide biodiversity plans,27 outdoor equity 
strategies,28 or wildlife corridor plans.29 In addition, states and territories must 
revise their State Wildlife Action Plans by 2025 in order to qualify for U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service state and Tribal wildlife grants.30 Those plan revisions could 
be an opportunity to incorporate or develop new habitat conservation strategies.

Examples of recent leadership

California’s 30 percent by 2030 goal
Through a 2020 executive order that made California the first state to adopt a 
statewide land conservation target,31 Gov. Gavin Newsom (D) set a goal of conserv-
ing at least 30 percent of California’s lands and coastal waters by 2030. He also 
directed the California Natural Resources Agency to collaborate with government 
agencies, Tribes, and stakeholders to develop a strategy to achieve this goal, kicking 
off an extensive public process that included nine regional workshops, five advisory 
panels, engagement with more than 70 Tribes, and many other meetings and public 
input opportunities.32 That work culminated in a final strategy released on Earth 
Day 2022.33 California also established a 30x30 Partnership in 2022 as a forum to 
engage external groups and leaders34—an official alliance that is complemented by 
less formal coalitions of Californians organized around the statewide goal.

Beyond creating a big tent for partnership and public involvement, California’s 
new conservation strategy outlined 10 “pathways” for achieving the state’s 
targets, with accompanying near-term actions.35 Priority actions aim to simulta-
neously protect and restore biodiversity, expand access to nature, and mitigate 
and build resilience to climate change. The strategy also established definitions 

Adoption of an ambitious conservation goal can focus political 
attention on nature and biodiversity loss and motivate action  
that accelerates the pace and scope of land protection.
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for conservation areas to be counted toward the 30 percent targets, and the state 
built an evolving inventory of conserved areas that feeds into a public dashboard 
for transparency and accountability, called “CA Nature.” According to the dash-
board, 24.4 percent of California’s lands and 16.2 percent of its marine waters had 
been durably conserved by the end of 2023.36

Shortly after the release of California’s strategic plan in 2022, the state legis-
lature passed a budget37 that included a historic $1.1 billion nature-based solu-
tions funding package, which helped kick-start implementation of the strategy.38 
Consultations with Tribes also led to the establishment of a $100 million Tribal 
Nature-Based Solutions grant program in 2023.39 Intersecting with its conserva-
tion strategy, California released a comprehensive “Outdoors for All” strategy in 
2023,40 which built on a $1 billion commitment for local community grants and 
state investments to expand equitable access to nature. 

Today, the state’s nature conservation goal continues to drive action at the highest 
levels of state government, and in its one-year progress report, California reported 
adding 631,000 acres to its conserved lands through a variety of actions.41

2. Conservation funds

About this policy model

Taking different forms across the country, statewide conservation funds play 
a key role in enabling the voluntary conservation of private lands and support-
ing recreation, climate resilience, restoration, equitable nature access, and other 
projects. Statewide funds can help incentivize additional local investment and 
unlock federal funding sources that require grantees to provide a funding match. 
For example, the Land and Water Conservation Fund—the most significant fed-
eral conservation fund—provides state, local, and Tribal governments with grants 
to create and expand parks and recreation opportunities but requires nonfederal 
matching funds to cover at least 50 percent of project costs.42

Conservation funding remains popular at the ballot box too, with nearly $8.7 
billion directly approved by voters in 2022 alone.43 Yet despite this widespread 
popularity, funding levels vary dramatically across states, consistent and reliable 
funding remains elusive in many places, and the need for funding continues to 
outpace available resources.44

See also:
“Why Conserving 
30x30 Is More Than 
a Numbers Game” 

https://www.americanprogress.org/article/why-conserving-30x30-is-more-than-a-numbers-game/
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/why-conserving-30x30-is-more-than-a-numbers-game/
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/why-conserving-30x30-is-more-than-a-numbers-game/
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FIGURE 1

At least 21 states recently saw  
major land conservation funding wins  

States with newly established funds, statewide bonds,  
multiyear funding, and other major conservation investments since 2018 

State Program name Description

California
Nature access and 
nature-based solutions 
funding

New funding packages (passed in 2021, 2022, and 2023, respectively), including $1 billion for 
local community grants and state investments to expand equitable access to nature, a $1.1 
billion nature-based solutions package, and a $100 milion Tribal Nature-Based Solutions grant 
program ($2.2 billion total)

Colorado Keep Colorado Wild Pass
New funding stream for state parks and related recreation and wildlife programs (established  
in 2023) via state parks pass purchases, included by default with vehicle registration  
($41 million in its first year)

Florida
Florida Wildlife Corridor 
funding 

Funding to complete the Florida Wildlife Corridor, including one-time appropriations ($300 
million passed in 2021, $850 million for fiscal year 2023) and $100 million annually (passed  
in 2023), building on passage of the landmark Florida Wildlife Corridor Act in 2021

Georgia
Outdoor Stewardship 
Program

Dedicated fund established in 2018 to direct revenue ($28 million in 2022) from sporting goods 
sales tax to support state and local parks, trails, stewardship, and new property acquisitions

Idaho
Historic funding for state 
parks

Record funding in 2023 to manage and expand outdoor recreation access at 30 Idaho state 
parks (including $95 million one-year appropriation)

Louisiana
Louisiana Outdoors 
Forever

New fund for voluntary conservation projects that protect drinking water supplies, conserve 
wildlife habitat, provide recreational opportunities, sustain working farms and forests, and more, 
created in 2022 with $10 million in first-year funding

Maine Land for Maine’s Future
Four-year funding ($40 million) passed in 2022 to replenish Land for Maine's Future,  
a statewide fund for conservation land acquisition

Maryland
Greenspace Equity 
Program

Fund established in 2023 to enable land trusts, local governments, and other community 
partners to create, expand, and maintain green spaces in underserved and overburdened 
communities (up to $5 million in FY 2025, up to $7 million in FY 2026, and up to $10 million  
in FY 2027 and all following years)

Michigan
Michigan Natural 
Resources Trust Fund 
cap

Constitutional amendment overwhelmingly approved by Michigan voters in 2020 to lift a 
previous cap for this trust fund to direct more revenue to land acquisition and state park needs

Minnesota
Climate and natural 
resources omnibus 
funding bill

A $2 billion omnibus funding package for climate, energy, and natural resources, passed in 
2023, making historic investments in conservation, including tens of millions of dollars for 
habitat protection, enhancement, and acquisition and outdoor recreation

Mississippi
Mississippi Outdoor 
Stewardship Trust Fund

Fund established in 2022, with $25 million appropriated for two years, to fund acquisition, 
improvements, and restoration of parks, trails, and other natural resources

continues
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State Program name Description

Montana Cannabis tax revenue
First-of-its-kind dedication of recreational and medical marijuana taxes for habitat conservation, 
state parks, trails and recreation, and other wildlife projects, passed in 2021 with $90 million 
raised over 22 months*

New Jersey
Natural Climate Solutions 
Grant program

Fund established to support natural carbon sequestration projects, including terrestrial, aquatic, 
and urban nature projects, tapping into revenue New Jersey receives through the Regional 
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (first round of grants awarded in 2023 totaling $24.3 million)

New Mexico
Land of Enchantment 
Legacy Fund

Two-part fund established in 2023 for land and water conservation, with near-term project 
funding available and a principal investment made in a permanent trust fund ($100 million 
appropriated in total by the Legislature in 2023 and $300 million in 2024)

New York
Clean Water, Clean 
Air and Green Jobs 
Environmental Bond Act

A $4.2 billion bond measure passed in 2022 to support climate change and renewable energy 
projects; river restoration and flood risk reduction; drinking water infrastructure; and open 
space land conservation and recreation, including $650 million for protecting nature and 
improving nature access

Oregon
Natural and Working 
Lands Fund

A fund with $10 million in initial appropriations passed through the Climate Resilience Package 
in 2023 for natural climate solutions incentives and research, including to support projects that 
improve or protect land that stores carbon

Rhode Island Green bonds funding 
$74 million Beach, Clean Water and Green Bond in 2021 and $50 million Green Bond in 2022 
($124 million total) for open space, outdoor recreation, habitat conservation, and other priorities

South Carolina
Legislation enabling 
county-level green space 
sales tax

Legislation passed in 2022 to allow county-level sales taxes to support conservation, with 
Beaufort County becoming the first county in the state to adopt a green space sales tax

Texas
Centennial Parks 
Conservation Fund

$1 billion bond funding, overwhelmingly approved by ballot measure in 2023, to help support 
and create new state parks, with more than an additional $800 million approved through local 
and county bonds to fund local parks and recreation

Washington
Carbon market funding 
for natural climate 
solutions

Carbon market auction revenue, beginning in 2023, to support projects including forest 
conservation and management and other natural climate solutions ($83 million allocated in 
2023)

Wyoming
Wildlife and Natural 
Resource Trust Fund

Project funding for wildlife corridors and crossings newly authorized in 2021, as well as overall 
boost for Wyoming Wildlife and Natural Resource Trust Fund, with $75 million appropriated in 
2022

* An ongoing political and legal debate over future allocation of this revenue remained unresolved after the close of the 2023 legislative session.

Sources: For a full list of sources, see https://www.americanprogress.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2024/04/State-policy-models-table-sources.pdf.

Some states rely on their legislatures to replenish state conservation funds 
through a process known as appropriations. A string of recent statehouse suc-
cesses includes passage of four-year ($10 million per year) funding for the Land 
for Maine’s Future program in 2021,45 establishment of a new Louisiana Outdoors 
Forever program in 2022 with a one-year appropriation of $10 million,46 and 
Idaho’s appropriation of $95 million for parks in 2023.47 Voter-approved bond 
measures have also been used effectively to provide a surge of money for land 
acquisition and other capital investments and to give voters a direct opportunity 
to demonstrate support for conservation spending—for example, the New York 
and Texas bond measures profiled below, as well as Rhode Island’s 2016, 2018, 
2021, and 2022 green bond programs.48
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However, reliance on state legislative action or short-term bond measures for 
funding requires substantial resources devoted regularly to public education 
and limits the effectiveness of state conservation programs. Previously surveyed 
state agency officials reported that uncertainty over future funding levels limits 
a state’s ability to plan and make reliable commitments to nonprofit partners 
and landowners, resulting in priority areas being lost to development, fewer 
large-scale conservation initiatives, and difficulty retaining qualified staff to run 
state programs.49

Dedicated revenue streams—particularly those protected from diversion—pro-
vide a more dependable source of conservation funding. According to the Trust 
for Public Land, most U.S. states have some source of dedicated funding for land 
conservation, although funding levels vary considerably.50 Ten states—Alabama, 
Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New Jersey, 
and Oregon51—have conservation funding dedicated by state constitutions, which 
should provide the most durable source of funding.

Conservation action remains deeply popular  
with voters
As demonstrated at the ballot box and in polling, conserving land and wildlife 

habitat has been, and continues to be, very popular. According to the Trust for 

Public Land, state and local conservation ballot measures have had a success 

rate of greater than 75 percent since 1988.52 In total, more than 2,280 voter-

approved measures have been responsible for directing more than $87.5 billion 

to conservation.53

Those results align with polling showing deep and bipartisan support for con-

servation action. In its 2024 polling of voters in eight western states, Colorado 

College found strong support for a variety of conservation actions, as well as 

80 percent support for a national goal of conserving 30 percent of lands and 

waters by 2030.54 This support for a national conservation goal included more 

than two-thirds of Republicans and closely mirrored nationwide polling that 

found 80 percent support for the national 30 percent conservation goal.55
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The following are examples of revenue streams tapped by states for conservation 
funding:

	■ Real estate transfer taxes or fees. At least 15 states utilize real estate transfer 
taxes (Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Hawaii, Maryland, New York, 
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Vermont) or deed recording fees 
(Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and West Virginia) to support 
conservation funds.56 For example, Florida imposes a documentary stamp tax 
on real estate deeds—essentially, a 0.7 percent tax for real estate transfers, 
one-third of which is dedicated to the Florida Forever conservation program by 
constitutional amendment, adopted in 2014. In what was then considered the 
largest-ever conservation funding measure approved by U.S. voters,57 75 percent 
of Florida voters supported this dedicated funding stream, which is projected to 
generate $22 billion over 20 years.58

	■ Lottery. As one notable example, Colorado’s state lottery has netted more 
than $3.7 billion for conservation and recreation since 1983,59 with the bulk 
of profits now split between Great Outdoors Colorado (50 percent), which 
is an independent grantmaking organization; the state’s Conservation Trust 
Fund (40 percent), which provides formula-based funding for local parks and 
recreation projects; and the Colorado Parks and Wildlife agency (10 percent). 
Arizona, Minnesota, Nebraska, and Oregon also tap into state lottery revenue 
to support conservation.60

	■ Sporting goods sales taxes. As described below, Georgia recently earmarked 
a substantial portion of sales taxes collected by sporting goods stores for a 
dedicated conservation fund. This concept of recreational users financially 
supporting conservation projects builds on a long-standing tradition of 
hunters and anglers funding state wildlife conservation through excise taxes on 
equipment, hunting and fishing license fees, and habitat stamps.61

	■ Marijuana taxes. After recreational cannabis sales became legal in Montana in 
January 2021, the state raised more than $90 million in 22 months through a 
20 percent tax on adult-use sales and a 4 percent tax on medical-use sales.62 
Currently, 20 percent of this tax revenue is directed to wildlife habitat 
conservation, 4 percent is directed to state parks, 4 percent is directed to 
trails and recreational facilities, and 4 percent is directed to nongame wildlife 
programs.63 However, an ongoing political and legal debate over future 
allocation of this revenue remained unresolved after the close of the 2023 
legislative session.64
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	■ General sales tax. Other states have dedicated portions of existing state 
sales tax (New Jersey) or increased their sales tax (Arkansas, Minnesota, and 
Missouri) to fund conservation.65 Some states also allow county-level sales 
taxes to support conservation. For instance, South Carolina passed enabling 
legislation in 2022, with Beaufort County becoming the first county in the state 
to adopt a green space sales tax soon after.66

	■ Carbon markets. Washington’s economywide greenhouse gas emissions “cap 
and invest” program, which brought in more than $900 million in state revenue 
through its first three auctions in 2023,67 directs auction revenue to a variety of 
accounts subject to appropriation by the legislature. A natural climate solutions 
account supports habitat protection, forest conservation, and climate resilience 
projects. In 2023, the state legislature appropriated $83 million from this 
account to support forest conservation and management, including permanent 
protection of 2,000 acres of older, carbon-rich forests.68 Another example, from 
New Jersey, is described in the “Natural carbon sequestration” section below.

	■ Mineral revenues. Alabama’s Forever Wild program is funded through interest 
earned on offshore natural gas royalties deposited in a trust fund,69 and 
Michigan generates about $30 million per year in dedicated funding from oil and 
gas leases, royalties, and other fees.70 Michigan voters overwhelmingly approved 
a constitutional amendment in 2020 to lift a previous cap for this trust fund and 
direct more revenue to land acquisition and state park needs.71 In Pennsylvania, 
substantial funding has been generated by county-level natural gas impact fees, 
which the state authorized in 2012.72

	■ Permanent funds. Relatedly, some states have funneled oil and gas revenues, 
budget surpluses, and other appropriations into permanent funds that enable 
conservation projects through regular investment earnings or interest. A recent 
example from New Mexico is highlighted below.

	■ License plates and vehicle registration. Many states offer conservation-themed 
specialty license plates whose fees support wildlife and habitat conservation. 
The state of California also recently rolled out professional sports team-
branded specialty plates to fund its Outdoors for All initiative.73 And in 2023, 
Colorado launched a new effort to generate funding for state parks and related 
recreation and wildlife programs by including a $29 add-on state parks pass 
with each motor vehicle registration unless drivers choose to opt out.74 This 
“Keep Colorado Wild Pass” generated more than $41 million in its first year.75 
State park pass fees are also included with vehicle registration in Michigan, 
Montana, and Washington.76
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	■ State income tax form check-off. Most states also offer taxpayers an easy 
way to voluntarily support nongame wildlife and/or endangered species 
conservation efforts, including habitat protection, through a simple check-off 
box on their state income tax forms. According to the National Conference 
of State Legislatures, 36 states had these check-off programs for wildlife 
conservation in 2023.77

	■ Other revenue streams. Additional revenue streams tapped for conservation 
funding include corporate business taxes (New Jersey), waste disposal/
tipping fees (Pennsylvania), cigarette taxes (Pennsylvania), and revenue from 
environmental damage lawsuits (New Jersey).78

	■ While not a direct source of revenue, government-issued bonds are also 
frequently used to fund land acquisition and related capital investments. These 
bonds may be serviced by general government revenue or specially earmarked 
revenue streams.79

In addition to dedicated funding, land conservation experts have identified other 
best practices for effective state programs.80 Some highlights include: 1) leveraging 
state funding to encourage additional local matching investment and to incentiv-
ize land use planning; 2) connecting investments to a coherent statewide plan or 
framework; 3) making funding available to local governments and nonprofits, in 
addition to state agencies; 4) providing flexibility to fund communities with fewer 
resources and to achieve other priorities; 5) allotting money for land stewardship 
and program implementation; 6) encouraging partnerships and collaborative proj-
ects; and 7) insulating funding from political interference.

State action may also help unlock opportunities for municipal and county-level 
funding for conservation, which already plays a substantial role in nationwide 
investments. Of the close to $30 billion in successful state and local bond and 
other conservation funding ballot measures tracked by the Trust for Public Land 
over the past 10 years,81 municipal-, special district-, and county-level measures 
account for more than 40 percent, or more than $12 billion. But to catalyze local 
government action, some states may need to pass legislation enabling municipal 
and county governments to generate revenue through local bond measures or 
other methods. For example, Massachusetts passed the Community Preservation 
Act in 2000, which enabled municipalities to adopt, by referendum, a property 
tax levy to preserve open space and historic properties, provide affordable hous-
ing, and support outdoor recreation.82 More than half of Massachusetts’ cities and 
towns have since adopted this model, raising more than $3.4 billion.83 

Related read:
“Protecting Vulnerable 
Public Lands Could 
Address U.S. Outdoor 
Recreation Needs”

https://www.americanprogress.org/article/protecting-vulnerable-public-lands-could-address-u-s-outdoor-recreation-needs/
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/protecting-vulnerable-public-lands-could-address-u-s-outdoor-recreation-needs/
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/protecting-vulnerable-public-lands-could-address-u-s-outdoor-recreation-needs/
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/protecting-vulnerable-public-lands-could-address-u-s-outdoor-recreation-needs/
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Examples of recent leadership

Texas Centennial Parks Conservation Fund
In November 2023, Texans voted overwhelmingly—with 76 percent support—to 
approve a $1 billion Centennial Parks Conservation Fund.84 Honoring the Texas 
state park system’s 100-year anniversary, the new fund will help support and 
create new state parks, including by acquiring private lands from willing sellers. 
A bipartisan campaign,85 supported by nearly 90 groups,86 moved the proposal 
through the state legislature and helped educate the public in advance of voter 
approval. While a large coalition continues to advocate for passage of a new 
dedicated and ongoing funding stream to support conservation,87 the historic state 
parks fund will provide an important one-time investment for a state that ranks 
just 35th in the nation for park land per capita.88 The statewide ballot measure’s 
success was also matched by more than $800 million in approved funding for local 
and county bonds that will go toward local parks and recreation.89 This recent 
victory for state parks followed a 2019 Texas constitutional amendment, adopted 
with the support of 88 percent of voters, that dedicated sales tax revenue from 
certain outdoor gear to state parks and historic sites.90

New York’s 2022 environmental bond 
Voters in New York approved a $4.2 billion bond measure in 2022, known as the 
Clean Water, Clean Air and Green Jobs Environmental Bond Act.91 The bond sup-
ports climate change and renewable energy projects, river restoration and flood 
risk reduction, drinking water infrastructure, and open-space land conservation 
and recreation. Of the $650 million planned for protecting nature and improving 
nature access, a minimum of $300 million must go to open-space conservation 
projects. Importantly, the Environmental Bond Act also embedded a binding 
commitment to ensure that new funding supports environmental justice. Similar 
to President Biden’s Justice40 promise to direct 40 percent of climate invest-
ment benefits to communities that are marginalized, underserved, and overbur-
dened by pollution,92 New York’s bond requires that no less than 35 percent of 
funds must benefit disadvantaged communities, with a target of 40 percent.

Georgia Outdoor Stewardship Program
In 2018, Georgia’s legislature passed the Georgia Outdoor Stewardship Act to 
create the state’s first dedicated source of conservation funding, which was 
approved by voters later that year with 83 percent support. The Georgia Outdoor 
Stewardship Program, which was approved for 10 years, receives 40 percent of 
existing sales and use taxes from outdoor sporting goods,93 and it brought in 
$28 million in funding in 2022.94 Endorsed by then-Gov. Nathan Deal (R) and 
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advanced by a broad coalition of Georgia conservation supporters,95 the dedicated 
fund directs grants to projects that support state and local parks and trails, stew-
ardship of existing conservation areas, and property acquisitions for protection of 
clean water, wildlife, recreation, and other purposes.

New Mexico’s Land of Enchantment Legacy Fund
In 2023, New Mexico tapped into budget surpluses to create the Land of 
Enchantment Legacy Fund, with the legislature appropriating $50 million for 
spending on near-term conservation and restoration needs over the next four 
years.96 An additional $50 million was appropriated as principal investment for 
a permanent trust fund to fund conservation projects across the state. In March 
2024, Gov. Michelle Lujan Grisham (D) signed the state’s fiscal year 2025 budget, 
which added another $300 million to the fund.97 A bipartisan effort pushed by the 
governor,98 the permanent fund will provide New Mexico’s first-ever source of 
dedicated revenue for conservation.

3. Outdoor equity funds 

About this policy model

Outdoor equity funds—also known as outdoor opportunity, outdoor recreation, 
and education programs, among other names—are an environmental justice 
tool aimed at increasing meaningful access to nature for underserved youth and 
their families.99 By providing funding for programming, administrative costs, 
transportation, gear, and more to community organizations, schools, local 
governments, Tribal nations, and state agencies, these programs aim to reduce 
the barriers that limit participation in nature’s ecological, health, economic, and 
career-building benefits. 

State policies to establish outdoor equity programs have gained momentum 
in recent years, being adopted in California, Colorado, Maine,100 Minnesota, 
Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Washington.101 Total annual funding for these 
state programs ranges from $1.5 million to $57 million, with individual grant 
amounts ranging from $4,000 to $700,000. So far, collectively, the impact has 
been profound, with hundreds of thousands of participants served and more 
than $63 million in grants offered.102
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Additionally, some states are actively focusing land acquisition funds to address 
inequitable gaps in nature access. In Maryland, for example, the Greenspace 
Equity Program passed in 2023 enables land trusts, local governments, and other 
community partners to create, expand, and maintain green spaces in “overbur-
dened communities and underserved communities,” with $5 million directed to 
the program in 2025, growing to $10 million each year starting in 2027.103

A 2023 report by the National Caucus of Environmental Legislators identified 
some best practices that can help establish and maintain successful outdoor 
equity programs:104 

	■ Improving advisory board and grantee selection processes. Programs should 
create criteria that ensure advisory boards for grant selection include rural 
and urban representation, industry/work experience, youth, term limits, and 
geographical diversity. Stipends for board members can also reduce barriers to 
participation.105

	■ Reducing barriers to grantee application. To ensure an equitable grantmaking 
process, state programs can directly include affected communities through 
participatory grantmaking, offer technical assistance, allow for video applications 
and applications in languages other than English, provide grant tours for small 
communities of other awarded grants, give feedback to grantees who are not 
selected, and connect grantees to other funding sources.106

	■ Simplifying monitoring and evaluation. Several outdoor equity programs have 
developed a list of metrics by which to evaluate the work of grant recipients. 
These metrics may include the total number of young people participating 
in the program, their demographic information, and how many jobs were 
created through a particular program’s inception. Some states have also begun 
implementing innovative tactics to reduce inequities for grantees, such as 
limiting written reporting; allowing for storytelling; and offering multiple 
options for organizations to demonstrate success at individual, programmatic, 
area, and system levels.107 

	■ Developing public-private partnerships. States can substantially expand overall 
program impact by enabling and encouraging public-private partnerships that 
pair additional private philanthropic dollars with state funding.

Learn about  
the nature gap:
“The Nature Gap”

https://www.americanprogress.org/article/the-nature-gap/
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State outdoor equity fund efforts may soon prove to be federally scalable. The 
Outdoor F.U.T.U.R.E coalition is seeking to build momentum for a national out-
door equity fund.108 Launched in 2021 by a racially and ethnically diverse group 
of leaders and supported by Sen. Martin Heinrich (D-NM), this initiative aims 
to build on successful models such as New Mexico’s and California’s outdoor 
equity programs.

Examples of recent leadership

New Mexico Outdoor Equity Fund
New Mexico created the nation’s first outdoor equity grant program in 2019 as part 
of a larger state initiative to expand access to nature.109 Since the fund’s inception, 
it has awarded more than $4 million to community programs, brought more than 
60,000 New Mexico youth outdoors, supported 181 organizations, and created a rip-
ple effect of similar funds across the country.110 In 2023, New Mexico passed, with 
bipartisan sponsorship, a permanent funding source—the Land of Enchantment 
Legacy Fund—which will support future outdoor equity grantmaking, among other 
programs.111 Key to the outdoor equity grant program’s success has been a combina-
tion of state and private funding, a match waiver, upfront grant funding for recipi-
ents, and the consistent implementation of community feedback.112

4. Tax incentives for conservation 

About this policy model

In addition to directly funding land conservation, many states use tax incentives 
to help local landowners voluntarily conserve their own land and keep natural or 
working lands undeveloped. Frequently deployed incentives include state income 
tax credits for the donation of land or easement rights and reduced property taxes 
for open space or conserved land.

In addition to a federal tax incentive made permanent in 2015, 14 states and ter-
ritories offer tax credits for donating land or conservation easements, mostly 
through income tax credits.113 A primary tool for conserving private lands in per-
petuity, conservation easements are voluntary agreements made between land-
owners and a land trust or government agency. Under an easement, a landowner 
retains property ownership but makes a legally binding agreement limiting certain 
land uses in order to protect conservation values. 
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The amount and structure of tax credits for donated properties or easements var-
ies by state. Many states provide transferable tax credits, which can be sold and 
immediately benefit landowners even if they owe less in taxes.114 

Additionally, many states allow landowners to claim property tax reductions, 
or exemptions, for lands that provide conservation and open space value.115 
Incentive levels and criteria for qualification vary substantially across states. 
While some states offer broad eligibility, others have tried to target conserva-
tion benefits by requiring certain outcomes or land uses, minimum lot sizes, or 
alignment with local government plans or conservation priorities.116 Targeting 
these incentives for maximum impact can help balance the inherent trade-off of 
reducing the local tax base.

Examples of recent leadership

Colorado income tax credit
In 2021, Colorado increased its income tax credit incentive for conservation from 
50 percent to up to 90 percent of the donated value of a landowner’s easement.117 
The original program was established in 2000 and has been one of the most 
attractive programs for landowners in the country,118 due to both its generous 
financial terms (up to 100 percent of fair market value, capped at $100,000) and 
the fact that credits are transferable. Notably, the income tax credit boost is not 
without accompanying guardrails: In recent years, Colorado has begun regulat-
ing easement appraisers to ensure that equitable agreements are being reached 
for landowners. Within months of the enhanced tax credit’s passage, land trusts 
reported skyrocketing interest from landowners interested in conserving their 
properties, suggesting that the enhanced incentives were working.119

Vermont’s reserve forestland property tax incentive 
Vermont’s Use Value Appraisal (or “Current Use”) property tax incentive was 
adopted in 1978 to reduce the burden of high property taxes on landowners who 
live and work on farms and in forests and to help maintain the rural and natural 
character of the state.120 Eligible landowners can have their land appraised at 
its current use value—instead of its fair market value—as a means of accessing 

Many states use tax incentives to help local landowners  
voluntarily conserve their own land and keep natural or  
working lands undeveloped.
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significant property tax savings. To continue receiving these benefits, the land 
cannot be developed and must remain intact forest or agricultural land. Nearly 
70 percent of eligible land, or 2 million acres, is currently enrolled, and the pro-
gram is sometimes credited with keeping Vermont heavily forested.121 However, 
landowners were previously ineligible if they did not manage the land for timber 
or agricultural use.

To address this, the Vermont legislature adopted a substantial amendment to 
this incentive program in 2022, expanding eligibility to support landowners who 
choose to let unique forest parcels grow old and remain unharvested.122 The new 
law, Act 146, establishes a “reserve forestland” category under which qualifying 
parcels of land that have ecologically significant traits can be enrolled for Current 
Use program tax incentives if the land is managed to attain older forest values and 
functions.123 Although Vermont is one of the most forested states in the coun-
try, with 4.6 million acres of forests covering 78 percent of the Green Mountain 
State,124 only about 1,000 acres of old growth forest are estimated to remain.125 The 
new law seeks to address this gap, improve ecosystem health and resilience, and 
help private landowners steward their lands for the benefit of all.

5. Natural carbon sequestration

About this policy model

Natural climate solutions tap into nature’s ability to store additional carbon or 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Examples include tree planting, forest manage-
ment strategies to store more carbon, better agricultural soil management, and 
restoration of carbon-storing wetlands.126 Researchers have estimated that more 
than 20 percent of net annual U.S. greenhouse gas emissions could be offset by 
natural climate solutions, while also providing additional ecosystem services.127

To take advantage of this opportunity, some states have adopted policies directly 
targeting the natural carbon-storing benefits of conservation and restoration. 
These include programs aimed at directly funding or incentivizing natural climate 
solution projects. California, Washington, and 11 eastern states participating in the 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative are also providing market-based incentives 
for reforestation, improved forest management, and avoided forest conversion by 
enabling projects to earn credits for carbon offsets in state-run greenhouse gas 
cap-and-trade/invest systems.128 However, accurately assessing the carbon storage 
benefits of offset projects can be challenging.129
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Examples of recent leadership

Oregon Natural and Working Lands Fund
In 2023, Oregon passed into law the Climate Resilience Package, which created 
a Natural and Working Lands Fund for natural climate solutions incentives and 
research, with $10 million in initial appropriations.130 Those funds can support 
projects that improve or protect land that stores carbon. The new law also directs 
the state to prioritize natural climate solutions funding and technical assistance 
for environmental justice communities and Tribes, as well as to develop climate-
focused goals and a carbon inventory for natural and working lands.

New Jersey Natural Climate Solutions Grant program
In January 2023, New Jersey announced its first round of grants under the new 
Natural Climate Solutions Grant program, which funds natural carbon sequestra-
tion projects, including terrestrial, aquatic, and urban nature projects.131 Projects 
can create a new natural space or improve an existing one.132 Funded with revenue 
that New Jersey receives through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative—a 
multistate greenhouse gas emissions cap-and-trade program—the grant program 
awarded $24.3 million to projects covering tree planting, marsh restoration, and 
invasive species removal.133

6. New state parks and conservation lands

About this policy model

Like their national counterparts, state parks, forests, and wildlife management 
areas, as well as other state-managed lands, are some of the most publicly vis-
ible elements of a state’s or territory’s conservation work. In 2018, state park 
systems covered 18.6 million acres and supported $1.39 billion in revenue, more 
than 50,000 jobs, and more than 800 million visits—more than twice as many 
visits as national parks logged that same year.134

In recent years, states and territories have added to their systems of conserved 
lands with the creation or expansion of conservation areas, providing protected 
places for wildlife to flourish and people to engage with the natural world. These 
new conservation lands can be designated on existing state-owned land or on 
purchased or donated land with support from statewide conservation funds and 
private sector partners.
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In addition to the examples highlighted below, New Mexico created the largest 
wildlife management area in the state in 2022 by adding more than 54,000 acres 
to the existing Marquez Wildlife Management Area, which also restored access to 
important cultural places for Tribes.135 Additionally, Colorado obtained its newest 
state park—the 19,200-acre Fishers Peak State Park—in 2020 and continues to look 
for opportunities to expand its state park system by accepting nominations for new 
state parks, which are assessed using future state parks criteria developed in 2019.136

Examples of recent leadership

Kansas’ Lehigh Portland Trails State Park
In 2023, Kansas created the Lehigh Portland Trails State Park through the pas-
sage of a bipartisan bill signed by Gov. Laura Kelly (D), making it the state’s 28th 
state park.137 The park is 100 acres and contains prairie, woodland, and 14 miles of 
trails.138 The property—previously home to a cement plant—was donated to the 
state by Iola Industries.139 A local rural health advocacy organization helped coor-
dinate the development of some of the trails before the property became a state 
park.140 The local organization also led the campaign for the new park and, when 
the park was established, emphasized its community benefits, as well as the eco-
nomic and recreational opportunities that it presents.141 Kansas’ state parks have 
recently seen record numbers of visitors, but Kansas has less public land than all 
other U.S. states, making this new addition particularly important.142

U.S. Virgin Islands’ new territorial parks system
In 2022, the government of the U.S. Virgin Islands finalized legislation to create a 
territorial parks system, as well as a new government agency and updated board 
to oversee it.143 Decades of public advocacy led up to the territory finally establish-
ing a park system, which was originally proposed in 1972.144 The newly appointed 
director of the Division of Territorial Parks and Protected Areas, Kristina “Kitty” 
Edwards, emphasized the value of the new parks system, saying it is “special that 
it’s going to be locally managed … knowing that we’re building something [that’s] 
coming from our people is so important.”145 

In 2018, state park systems covered 18.6 million acres and  
supported $1.39 billion in revenue, more than 50,000 jobs,  
and more than 800 million visits.

Lehigh Portland Trails 
State Park
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The legislation establishes a mechanism for the territorial government to pre-
serve natural areas, including places already owned by the territory, and enables 
the territory to obtain property and funding that could support the park sys-
tem.146 The territorial government is planning for the system to cover both land 
and marine areas, and it has already identified more than 30 properties as prom-
ising options for inclusion.147

Washington’s Nisqually State Park
Washington State Parks, the Nisqually Tribe, and other state agencies are actively 
partnering to develop the 1,300-acre Nisqually State Park, and recent park invest-
ments will soon allow the area to be ready for more visitors.148 The Nisqually Tribe 
and Washington State Parks have been collaborating on the park’s development 
for more than a decade, having signed a memorandum of understanding recogniz-
ing the partnership in 2014.149 In the 1990s, the state started obtaining land that 
is now part of the park, and in 2014, the Nisqually Tribe bought 217 acres within 
the planned park limits.150 The park, which includes traditional homelands of the 
Nisqually (Squalli-absch) people, includes culturally significant sites, including 
the site of a massacre of Nisqually people, as well as vital habitat for salmon.151 The 
Nisqually Tribe and Washington State Parks are developing infrastructure that 
would help share the Nisqually and the land’s history with visitors, with a grand 
opening for the park anticipated by summer 2025.152

7. State trust lands management

About this policy model 

Beginning in 1785, state trust lands were granted to each new state to be 
held in trust for the benefit of public schools and other public institutions. 
Western states, having entered the union after Congress tightened limitations 
on selling off these lands, own the vast majority of current state trust lands.153 
Approximately 40 million acres of trust lands are managed today by 11 Western 
states, representing 1 in every 20 acres in the West.154 States are obligated to man-
age trust lands to generate revenue in perpetuity on behalf of public schools and 
other public beneficiaries. In practice, states retain most trust lands, and any sale 
proceeds must generate revenue for beneficiaries through a permanent fund.155

State trust lands historically have been managed to maximize revenue through 
nonrenewable or renewable resource leasing, with little consideration for the con-
servation and public benefits of healthy ecosystems or outdoor recreation poten-
tial. In mineral-rich states, oil, gas, and other minerals leasing typically provides 

Nisqually State Park
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the bulk of state trust land revenue; timber generates substantial revenue in other 
forested states; and, while not bringing in nearly as much revenue, grazing pre-
dominates across the majority of Western trust land acreage.156 Increasingly, state 
trust land managers are generating revenue through solar, wind, and geothermal 
leasing as well.157 And some states provide public access to state trust lands for a 
small fee. For example, Montana offers a residential “conservation license” for $8, 
which enables access to most state lands.158

Despite the limitations of the requirement that trust lands generate revenue, states 
still have tools to steward the natural resources of these lands and enable conserva-
tion of the most ecologically, culturally, and recreationally significant lands:

	■ Land sales or easements. Consistent with their trust responsibilities, states 
can allow for the outright purchase of land or the purchase of easements for 
conservation or recreation purposes. Some states support or subsidize these 
transfers or easements, such as Arizona, through its Preserve Initiative.159 
However, existing state laws can create unnecessary barriers to outright sale or 
easements,160 and even where requirements are streamlined, the availability of 
public or philanthropic funding remains a limitation. 

	■ Transfers. State land boards can also prioritize transfers of lands with high 
conservation value to federal agencies or other state agencies in exchange for 
lands with greater development value. One example is Washington’s Trust 
Land Transfer program,161 which is managed by the state’s Department of 
Natural Resources. Transfers to the U.S. Forest Service or the Bureau of Land 
Management, commonly pursued for parcels surrounded by federal lands, can 
be done administratively or through legislation.162

	■ Leasing. Several states allow or encourage revenue-generating leases for 
conservation or recreation purposes as alternatives to extractive leasing. Idaho 
and Colorado, for example, have active conservation leasing programs, with 
23 conservation and recreation leases in Idaho currently163 and 15 ecosystem 
services leases in Colorado as of early 2023.164 Unfortunately, in other states, 
outdated laws or rules present unnecessary barriers to leasing for conservation 
purposes, including “use-it-or-lose-it” lease requirements designed for 
extractive land uses.165 In a disappointing reversal, Montana’s legislature voted in 
2019 to eliminate a conservation leasing option for state trust lands in order to 
favor timber projects, regardless of the unfavorable revenue implications of this 
narrower approach.166

Read more  
on conservation 
leasing:
“Why Conservation 
Leasing on Public 
Lands Is a Win-Win for 
Renewables and Wildlife”

https://www.americanprogress.org/article/why-conservation-leasing-on-public-lands-is-a-win-win-for-renewables-and-wildlife/
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/why-conservation-leasing-on-public-lands-is-a-win-win-for-renewables-and-wildlife/
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/why-conservation-leasing-on-public-lands-is-a-win-win-for-renewables-and-wildlife/
https://www.americanprogress.org/article/why-conservation-leasing-on-public-lands-is-a-win-win-for-renewables-and-wildlife/
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	■ Conservation management designations and safeguards. While limited by 
the requirement that trust lands generate revenue, some states have identified 
specific trust lands as conservation priorities to be managed in ways that 
preserve their outstanding ecological or cultural values.167 As with the Colorado 
and New Mexico examples highlighted below, state land boards have also 
instituted requirements to protect high-value ecological and cultural resources 
on trust lands, such as targeted restrictions on mineral extraction and protective 
standards that must be met for any development.

	■ Open-space preservation on large parcels. In areas where large parcels of state 
trust land are being used for residential or commercial development, smart 
master planning can enable states to conserve high-value trust lands consistent 
with their mandate to prioritize revenue generation.168 In those places, which 
include fast-growing areas in Arizona,169 states have been able to demonstrate 
that leaving land undeveloped for its open space, recreation, and related values 
generates higher economic returns from the developed areas, increasing revenue 
overall. This approach, which leverages the value of conservation and recreation 
to increase the overall value of state trust lands, is sometimes called portfolio 
asset management.170

Examples of recent leadership

Colorado state trust lands
In recent years, Colorado has taken steps to modernize its management of trust 
lands. Colorado citizens voted to amend the state constitution in 1996 to shift 
the focus of trust lands management away from narrowly generating the “maxi-
mum possible amount” and to acknowledge the importance of stewardship for 
economic productivity, “including protecting and enhancing the beauty, natural 
values, open space, and wildlife habitat thereof for this and future generations.”171

With this refined mandate, Colorado is pursuing a number of the approaches 
described above, including pioneering a system of ecosystem service leases, which 
generate revenue through land rental and credits earned by wetland, stream, forest 
carbon, and other projects.172 The state also enrolls approximately 300,000 acres 
(10 percent of its trust lands) in a special management category, known as the 
Stewardship Trust, and incorporates 32,000 acres into the more targeted Colorado 
Natural Areas Program. Notably, oil and gas leasing still occurs on Stewardship 
Trust lands, although the leases must meet a higher standard for natural resource 
protection.173 Species-specific “stewardship action plans” also include conservation 
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measures, such as a 2020 plan for the threatened lesser prairie chicken that adopts 
limitations on oil and gas leasing, surface occupancy, and other extractive activities 
in order to prioritize habitat conservation on state trust lands.174

New Mexico’s Cultural Properties Protection Rule 
In 2022, New Mexico’s State Land Office adopted a first-of-its-kind rule—known 
as the Cultural Properties Protection Rule—to protect sacred and significant 
cultural resources from new development on state trust lands.175 To proactively 
protect cultural property—defined as “a structure, place, site, object, or resource 
having historic, archaeological, scientific, architectural, or other cultural signifi-
cance”—the new rule requires lessees of state lands to conduct an archaeological 
survey of cultural resources prior to any surface-disturbing development, such 
as oil and gas drilling or mining.176 Development of this new rule followed action 
by New Mexico in 2019 to prohibit new oil and gas leasing on state lands within a 
10-mile buffer of Chaco Culture National Historical Park in order to protect the 
significant cultural resources of that area.177

8. Tribal land return and co-management

About this policy model 

Given historic and ongoing harms inflicted on Tribal nations by state and federal 
governments’ participation in genocide, extermination, and exploitation cam-
paigns, Tribal-state relationships need substantial repairing, healing, and build-
ing.178 Tribes are sovereign nations in government-to-government relationships 
with the U.S. federal government. Generally, Tribes may choose to work with 
states, but these are agreements, not obligations. Conversely, states are obli-
gated to work with Tribes and Tribal authorities under federal and treaty law.179 
When appropriate and mutually beneficial, strong Tribal-state relations can help 
advance shared goals, including supporting Tribally led land conservation, stew-
ardship, access, and management. 

As one example, a number of governmental partners have initiated efforts to 
return land back to Tribal nations, the enduring stewards of what is now called the 
United States. The LandBack movement, as it is commonly known, has been ongo-
ing for generations.180 The action of returning public and private lands to Tribal 
nations restores them to a special, perpetual trust, increasing access and restoring 
decision-making powers to Tribal governments. This policy option is one of many 
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that can help states repair harm and elevate Tribal sovereignty, and returning land 
to its enduring stewards can also be an important step toward long-term conser-
vation of the land and its natural resources. 

In addition to returning land or funding the return of 
land to Tribal nations, some states are pursuing other 
policies in conjunction with Tribes to elevate their 
sovereignty and access to natural places. For example, 
states have established new agreements where Tribal 
governments and states cooperate, collaborate, and/
or share authority for management decisions over 
a resource such as land, water, or wildlife. In recent 
years, the federal government has also substantially accelerated its progress on 
centering Indigenous leadership and knowledge in decision-making, with the 
departments of the Interior, Agriculture, and Commerce establishing 200 co-stew-
ardship agreements in 2023 alone.181 States are well-positioned to match federal 
investment in improving relations and pursuing reparations with Tribal nations. 

Other relevant state policies adopted recently include waiving, for Tribal citizens, 
state park fees that previously infringed on treaty rights (Minnesota);182 incorpo-
rating Indigenous knowledge and enhancing Tribal consultation (various);183 and 
respecting Tribal court jurisdiction (Washington).184

Examples of recent leadership

Return of land to the Upper Sioux Community in Minnesota 
In 2023, the Minnesota legislature directed the state’s Department of Natural 
Resources to return the 1,400-acre Upper Sioux Agency State Park to the Upper 
Sioux Community, largely due to leadership and activism from Tribal Chairman 
Kevin Jensvold and the Upper Sioux Community.185 The land is a site of ceremony 
and grief, as it was where many Dakota people died during summer 1862 due to 
mistreatment by the U.S. government and a lack of food provisions that had been 
promised via treaty.186

Tribally led conservation and land return funding in California
In recent years, California has made an effort to strengthen partnerships with the 
state’s Tribes, including by investing in Tribally led conservation and land return. 
In 2020, Gov. Newsom signed an executive order on nature-based climate solu-
tions, which, among other activities, called for collaboration with Tribal partners 
“to incorporate tribal expertise and traditional ecological knowledge to better 

Returning land to its enduring 
stewards can be an important 
step toward long-term 
conservation of the land and its 
natural resources. 
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understand” California’s biodiversity and its related threats.187 Subsequent Tribal 
engagement ultimately led to the launch of the $100 million Tribal Nature-Based 
Solutions Grants program, aimed at supporting Tribes in reacquiring ancestral 
land while addressing the concomitant biodiversity and climate crises.188 The 
funds can be used to purchase land, protect culturally relevant natural resources, 
grow and communicate traditional and contemporary knowledge, and support 
myriad other projects.

Illinois transfer of Native American human remains
In 2023, Illinois passed a bill that shifts ownership of Native American human 
remains and archaeological sites from the state to Tribal nations and establishes 
Tribes’ ability to return ancestors to their homelands on state land, substantially 
strengthening protections for Native American human remains and archaeologi-
cal sites.189 In a state that has the second-largest collection of unrepatriated Native 
American remains in the United States, this is a big step toward repairing harm.190

Michigan Sanilac Petroglyphs Historic State Park co-management
In 2019, Michigan and the Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe agreed to co-manage 
Sanilac Petroglyphs Historic State Park to: 1) protect and share cultural and natu-
ral heritage; 2) improve on-site education quality and equity; 3) reduce costs by 
eliminating redundancies; and 4) be eligible and competitive for grant funding.191 
The area contains Michigan’s largest known collection of Native American sand-
stone carvings (called Ezhibiigaadek Asin, “written on stone” in Anishinaabemowin, 
the Anishinaabe language) that date back many centuries. The Tribal-state part-
nership has helped both provide resources for the interpretation of the carvings 
and produce educational signs with phrases in Anishinaabemowin.192 

9. Wildlife corridors and habitat connectivity

About this policy model 

Large connected landscapes are essential for ecosystem resilience, wildlife health, 
and public safety. States are pursuing a variety of policy mechanisms for keeping 
large landscapes intact and for promoting wildlife crossings, a type of physical 
infrastructure critical to reducing the risk of wildlife-vehicle collisions, which cost 
the United States up to $8 billion annually.193

Sanilac Petroglyphs Historic 
State Park
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To date, 19 states have passed legislation—a majority of which is bipartisan—
aimed at supporting habitat connectivity or wildlife corridor projects.194 State 
action picked up momentum in 2022 and 2023 following the passage of the 
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, which included a $350 million Wildlife 
Crossings Pilot Program.195 A variety of approaches have been tried and tested, 
including legislation to provide funding for wildlife crossing projects;196 to 
strengthen interagency coordination and authorities to better address habitat 
connectivity;197 and, as described below for Virginia, to create long-term wild-
life corridor action plans. A 2016 Vermont law also requires municipalities and 
regional planning bodies to identify important forest blocks and habitat connec-
tors and to plan development to minimize fragmentation in those areas.198

Importantly, consistent funding has allowed states to provide reliable matches for 
federal infrastructure grants, more certainty in wildlife crossing planning and con-
struction, and flexibility to practice adaptive management in changing landscapes 
amid the climate crisis.199 

Examples of recent leadership

Virginia’s Wildlife Corridor Action Plan
Virginia has historically been a high-risk state for wildlife-vehicle collisions.200 
In 2020, in an effort to help make roads safer and reduce habitat fragmentation 
for wildlife, the Virginia legislature passed S.B. 1004/H.B. 1695, a landmark bill 
that created a Wildlife Corridor Action Plan and requires collaboration between 
key state agencies such as the Virginia Department of Wildlife Resources and the 
Virginia Department of Transportation.201 In 2021, the state passed, with strong 
bipartisan support, a bill that created a comprehensive program directing state 
agencies to adopt recommendations from the Wildlife Corridor Action Plan 
into future planning to ensure that connectivity and safety remain priorities in 
Virginia.202 Virginia’s first action plan was released in 2023203 and can serve as a 
model for other states aiming to increase large landscape connectivity and to pro-
tect species and motorists. 

State action picked up momentum in 2022 and 2023 following 
the passage of the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act, which 
included a $350 million Wildlife Crossings Pilot Program.
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Wyoming wildlife corridors and connectivity projects
Wyoming is one of the only states to establish consistent funding for wildlife con-
nectivity. Since authorizing the Wyoming Wildlife and Natural Resource Trust 
Fund for wildlife corridor and crossing projects in 2021, the state has already 
allocated more than $17 million for this purpose.204 That followed a 2020 executive 
order by Gov. Mark Gordon (R) on mule deer and antelope migration corridors 
that designated three priority wildlife corridors, directed state agencies to protect 
annual migration and avoid habitat disturbance in these corridors, and established a 
process for the nomination and designation of additional corridors.205 Importantly, 
the state also pioneered two creative voluntary funding sources. These include a 
wildlife conservation license plate, with proceeds directed to construction of sig-
nage, fences, and crossings that reduce wildlife-vehicle collisions.206 The state also 
provides additional donation opportunities on hunting and fishing license applica-
tions, conservation stamps, and at points of sale for state park permits.207

Florida Wildlife Corridor
Florida’s work on connectivity policy dates back to 2013, when the legislature 
passed a resolution that recognized the significance of the Florida Wildlife 
Corridor, a statewide network of nearly 18 million acres of contiguous wilderness 
and working lands critical to protecting Florida’s 131 threatened and endangered 
species and to reducing the impacts of climate change.208 Nearly a decade later, 
in 2021, the legislature passed the landmark Florida Wildlife Corridor Act, which 
directed the Department of Environmental Protection to encourage and promote 
investments in areas that protect and enhance the corridor, appropriating $300 
million to acquire lands to complete the corridor.209 In 2023, two separate appro-
priations were made: one continuous appropriation at $100 million per year210 
and a one-time appropriation of $850 million,211 both for the purpose of acquiring 
additional land to complete the Florida corridor.212

In addition to supporting habitat and migration routes on land, these major 
investments are supporting aquatic species such as manatees, fish, and amphib-
ians in the Everglades, St. Johns River, and other downstream waters.213

10. Avoiding and mitigating nature loss

About this policy model

States, in partnership with local governments, have a variety of tools to avoid 
and offset nature loss caused by expanding industrial, commercial, and resi-
dential development. These include requirements and programs to help project 
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developers avoid or minimize impacts to natural areas, to invest in proactive 
conservation projects that offset impacts, to protect vulnerable wetlands, and to 
consider mitigation at a landscape scale. 

Collectively, these programs can help preserve critical habitat and ecosystem 
functions, substantially reduce water pollution, and support large landscape 
conservation.

Development buffers
While many states have delegated the relevant authorities to local governments, 
others have passed statewide requirements mandating the preservation or estab-
lishment of vegetated buffer zones around riparian, coastal, lake, and wetland 
areas. For example, North Carolina has riparian buffer requirements covering cer-
tain watersheds, which require undisturbed forest buffers around streams, lakes, 
and other waters.214 Other examples include Maryland’s 100-foot buffer require-
ments for tidal waters, wetlands, and tributaries of the Chesapeake and Coastal 
bays215 and Minnesota’s Buffer Law, which requires a 50-foot vegetation buffer 
along lakes, rivers, and streams.216 Similarly, states may also adopt setback require-
ments that limit building construction within minimum distances from water 
bodies, sometimes combined with vegetation requirements.217

Some states also offer financial incentives to encourage the restoration of natu-
ral buffers. For example, Maryland launched its Conservation Buffer Initiative in 
2021, which pays farmers and landowners to plant forest and grass buffers and to 
establish grazing control areas.218 Delaware similarly offers incentives for agri-
cultural and urban landowners in the Chesapeake Bay watershed to install forest 
buffers.219 Research has shown that vegetation buffers, particularly forested lands, 
are extremely effective at reducing pollution,220 making them a cost-effective way 
to maintain and restore clean water.

Compensatory mitigation for habitat and wetlands loss
“Compensatory mitigation” refers to actions taken to compensate for a project’s 
unavoidable impacts to natural resources, such as wetlands, other aquatic ecosys-
tems, or critical wildlife habitat. For example, a large-scale solar energy project 
developer that cannot completely avoid affecting desert tortoise habitat could 
support a project to restore and protect degraded habitat off-site. Mitigation 
projects can result in the restoration, creation, enhancement, or preservation of 
natural resources. While mitigation projects may be conducted by the permittee 
or through a direct contractor, large-scale projects are most commonly conducted 
by a third party that pools funding through a mitigation or conservation “bank,” 
which generates mitigation credits or is funded by an in-lieu fee program.221
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Although this concept is commonly associated with federal laws that require 
mitigation, such as the Clean Water Act, the Endangered Species Act, or the 
Federal Land Policy and Management Act, states can play a significant role in 
establishing and leveraging mitigation requirements for maximum conservation 
benefit. Many states have their own clean water or endangered species laws, 
which can impose independent mitigation requirements for project developers. 
Additionally, some states have statutes that require major projects to undergo 
environmental review similar to the National Environmental Policy Act, and at 
least California and Washington require project mitigation under those state 
laws.222 Well-designed state and federal mitigation requirements can help guide 
development to the most appropriate areas and ensure that compensatory miti-
gation investments deliver additional, verifiable, and durable conservation gains.

State agencies may also manage programs that leverage and coordinate compensa-
tory mitigation to deliver greater habitat and ecosystem benefits in their state. In 
fact, state transportation departments were early leaders in sponsoring wetlands 
mitigation banks to support large transportation projects.223 Today, many state 
agencies manage programs that work with federal agencies to certify mitigation or 
conservation banks224 or run in-lieu fee programs that provide grants for restora-
tion and conservation programs.225

Wetlands protections
In the wake of the U.S. Supreme Court’s 2023 decision in Sackett v. Environmental 
Protection Agency to substantially limit the scope of the Clean Water Act’s protec-
tions—including for dredging and filling wetlands—some states are revisiting 
state-level protections for rivers, streams, and wetlands.226 A 2022 Environmental 
Law Institute review found that only about half of states regulate waters and non-
tidal wetlands beyond federal Clean Water Act jurisdiction, while 24 states rely 
entirely on the federal law’s protections.227

Well-designed state and federal mitigation requirements can  
help guide development to the most appropriate areas and  
ensure that compensatory mitigation investments deliver  
additional, verifiable, and durable conservation gains.
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In one recent example, the February 2024 executive order from North Carolina 
Gov. Cooper—which established statewide conservation targets, as noted 
above—included specific direction for state agencies to prioritize conservation 
of vulnerable wetlands.228 The order establishes a “no-net loss” policy for forests 
and wetlands, requiring state agencies to avoid, minimize, and offset impacts to 
wetlands, forests, and riparian areas.229 It also sets a long-term goal of achieving a 
net gain of wetlands through conservation and restoration.230

Landscape-scale mitigation planning
Building on decades of state experience with mitigation programs, states have 
recently found success with landscape-scale mitigation efforts. By focusing on 
larger regions where multiple development projects are occurring, states can tap 
into the three stages of mitigation—avoid, minimize, and compensate—to encour-
age development in areas that avoid impacting sensitive resources, manage for 
priority ecosystem services across a region, and coordinate compensatory mitiga-
tion spending for maximum benefit, while making permitting more efficient for 
large projects such as solar, wind, or energy transmission.

For example, under California’s Regional Conservation Investment Strategies 
Program, launched in 2017, public agencies and Tribes can develop regional plans 
that identify conservation priority areas. Those plans help inform infrastructure 
siting and state-recognized mitigation credit agreements, which encourage high-
value conservation projects within that landscape.231 In a related effort, California 
is currently updating guidance for mitigation crediting in order to better incentiv-
ize projects that improve habitat connectivity for threatened wildlife species.232

Examples of recent leadership

Colorado oil and gas regulations
In November 2020, Colorado’s Oil and Gas Conservation Commission completed 
an overhaul of its regulations for oil and gas activities for public health, safety, 
environmental, and wildlife benefits.233 These new rules implement S.B. 19-181, 
pushed by Gov. Polis and passed by the legislature in 2019, which shifted the man-
date of the state’s oil and gas regulatory agency to prioritize health and safety.234 In 
addition to changes for public health and community involvement, such as requir-
ing environmental justice considerations, ending routine venting and flaring, and 
tightening groundwater protections, the final regulations substantially enhance 
protections for ecosystems and wildlife.235 New requirements include mandatory 
buffers around priority waters, critical habitat avoidance requirements, enhanced 
protections for wildlife migration corridors, and new compensatory mitigation 
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mandates. Requiring 500-foot, no-surface-occupancy buffers around high-priority 
streams and waters alone directly benefits more than 6.3 million acres, represent-
ing a 980 percent increase over previous buffer rules and closing previous loop-
holes and exemptions.236

Sage-grouse habitat mitigation in Nevada and Montana
As a result of historic state-federal collaboration to address threats to the greater 
sage-grouse and conserve dwindling sagebrush habitat, Western states pursued 
various conservation measures to complement and inform federal sage-grouse 
management plans, first adopted in 2015.237 As part of this effort, several states 
launched targeted programs to mitigate impacts to sage-grouse habitat.

With a goal of producing net benefits for the species, Nevada launched an inno-
vative mitigation credit program for greater sage-grouse habitat, known as the 
Conservation Credit System.238 Under the system, mines, energy development, 
and other infrastructure projects that impact sage-grouse habitat incur debits that 
must be offset by credits from verified projects that enhance or restore habitat 
with a 30-year commitment of habitat protection. Credits are performance based, 
and multipliers are applied to account for localized habitat value both to reward 
proximity of conservation benefits to the impacts and to ensure an overall net 
benefit. Initially launched in late 2014, the state regulations’ 2019 mitigation 
requirement substantially increased demand for credits. By the end of 2023, just 
under 30,000 acres had been conserved, with three new projects nearing comple-
tion that are expected to add 63,000 acres.239

Similarly, Montana passed its Greater Sage-Grouse Stewardship Act in 2015, which 
adopted a model for mitigation debiting and crediting. Under Montana’s system, 
developers must offset impacts to sage-grouse habitat by directly financing habitat 
projects or contributing to a statewide stewardship fund that provides grants to 
credit-generating habitat projects.240 By the end of 2019, the Stewardship Fund had 
awarded eight grants and successfully conserved more than 71,000 acres of sage-
grouse habitat.241
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Other relevant policy tools 

In addition to the land conservation policies profiled above, other policy tools can 
enable states to conserve important wildlife habitat and other natural lands and 
waters. Some examples are outlined below.

Outstanding Natural Resource Waters designation

Some states have acted to protect rivers, lakes, and other waters by designat-
ing them for special clean water protection, which also benefits lands within 
those watersheds. Under the Clean Water Act, states can designate “Outstanding 
National Resource Waters” to preserve exceptional water quality, recreational 
resources, or ecological conditions.242 Once designated, waters receive enhanced 
protection; in particular, with limited exceptions, activities that would degrade 
water quality are not allowed, including land use activities.243 In 2022, respond-
ing to a community-led proposal, Colorado designated 520 miles of 25 streams as 
“Outstanding Waters.”244 That same year, New Mexico designated more than 300 
miles of river and 43 acres of wetlands, including in the Upper Pecos River water-
shed, which was threatened by proposed gold, copper, and zinc mining.245 And 
in December 2023, Washington designated its first-ever “Outstanding Resource 
Waters” on more than 225 miles of the Cascade, Green, and Napeequa rivers.246

Endangered species requirements and critical habitat 
designations

While they vary substantially in coverage and requirements, laws exist in 48 states to 
protect endangered species.247 Requirements under these laws most frequently apply 
to state funding or state authorizations such as permitting. Although generally nar-
rower than federal law, state endangered species requirements can help encourage 
the protection of important habitat, and officials in 12 states can specifically desig-
nate areas as “critical habitat” that is deemed most important for species survival.248 
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Strong state action can also help prevent federal listings and supplemental efforts 
to protect federally listed species. A recent nationwide review identified several 
important ways states can strengthen state endangered species laws, including 
through consistent updates to a state’s list of threatened and endangered species, a 
strong “take” definition that includes habitat destruction, and incentives for private 
landowners to aid in species recovery.249

Land use regulations and planning

Land use regulations, such as zoning, and planning can help communities pre-
serve open space and conserve nature. While local municipalities traditionally 
drive land use planning and regulations, states have taken a range of approaches 
to support, incentivize, or require municipalities to conserve open space. For 
example, in 1974, Oregon became the first state to establish a statewide growth 
management plan with strong urban growth boundaries.250 Other states, such as 
Vermont, have adopted incentive-driven approaches that make certain grants or 
other benefits available to municipalities that have comprehensive plans meeting 
specified criteria.251

Coastal access

State policies can also address inequitable coastal access.252 Robust laws that 
safeguard equitable coastal access only protect 10 percent of the nation’s coasts, 
according to a 2022 analysis from the Center for American Progress and the 
Hispanic Access Foundation.253 Remedying this inequity is a way to provide greater 
access to nature for disadvantaged communities.254 For example, Texas grants 
public access to beaches via “rolling easements” that can move with gradual 
changes to the coastline; Oregon ensures public coastal access; and California has 
legislation preventing development from infringing upon existing coastal access.255 
States can also set parameters for funding, such as necessitating that public fund-
ing support beach restoration projects that provide public access. Such stipula-
tions are in place in Connecticut, New Jersey, North Carolina, and California.256

Landscape collaboration

Some state governments are directly supporting landscape-level collab-
oratives that bring together public and private stakeholders across specific 
regions to develop and implement a shared conservation vision. For example, 

Read the 2022  
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“How To Fix Americans’ 
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Pennsylvania’s Conservation Landscape Program, which started in 2004, sup-
ports collaboration in eight landscapes, anchored around blocks of state-owned 
parks and forests.257 With dedicated staff resources, mini grants, and other state 
support, the collaboratives have created community-anchored visions for their 
region and partnered on crosscutting projects, such as long-distance trails, 
conservation data sharing, coordinated infrastructure investments, and regional 
tourism promotion.258

Regional (interstate) collaboration

Ecologically connected lands and waters do not fit neatly within state boundaries; 
neighboring states face interconnected challenges and opportunities; and migrat-
ing wildlife certainly do not respect state lines. Yet deep collaboration among 
states on shared conservation goals remains rare. One notable collaborative effort, 
known as the Southeast Conservation Adaptation Strategy, brings together state 
and federal agencies covering 15 states, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands, 
along with Tribes, nonprofit organizations, universities, and other entities, to 
develop a shared vision for conservation in the Southeast.259 Launched in 2011, 
this collaborative effort primarily has focused on developing and refining the 
“Southeast Conservation Blueprint,”260 a spatial plan that identifies priority areas 
for conservation, based on a common set of monitored indicators for natural and 
cultural resources, to secure a connected set of lands and waters across the south-
east United States and Caribbean. 
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Conclusion

States and territories are harnessing a wide array of policy tools for land conser-
vation, from acquisition funds and land use planning to regulatory requirements 
and returning lands back to Tribal nation stewardship. Meanwhile, conservation 
actions enjoy substantial bipartisan support, with statewide and local ballot mea-
sures typically passing with overwhelming majorities. These trends provide reason 
for hope.

At the same time, nature loss and species extinctions are occurring at an alarming 
pace,261 and the climate crisis is dramatically altering wildlife habitat and escalat-
ing pressure on species and ecosystems to adapt. In the face of these crises, the 
United States needs to accelerate conservation action at all levels.

State policy innovation can help surface and test 
models that could be replicated in other parts of 
the country and even nationally. Scaling up impact, 
though, will require even more committed leader-
ship and deeper investment from governors and leg-
islators, as well as effective support from Congress 
and federal agencies. Collaboration opportunities 
across states also remain underutilized, despite wildlife populations, water-
sheds, and plant communities that stretch across multistate regions.

Finally, expanding opportunities to share lessons learned among state officials 
could help those leaders, and nongovernmental partners, run with proven solu-
tions. Hopefully, the policies and examples profiled in this report can offer a start-
ing place for dialogue around replicating effective models, scaling up investment, 
and encouraging a race to the top among states to save nature.

In the face of these crises, the 
United States needs to accelerate 
conservation action at all levels.
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